
that should be part of your global toolkit in 2022

Four brand building techniques 
from Chinese eCommerce 



Social Commerce
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Social commerce was worth a staggering $360bn in

China in 2020. It is a decentralised network of retailers,

working across private groups on messaging apps,

stores on platforms like Taobao and Pinduoduo, and

promoting themselves through their own social

networks. It takes 'Key Opinion Leader’ and Influencer

culture to the next level – building affiliate sales, or

allowing partners to leverage their networks by acting as

retailers themselves.



Livestreaming
Sales
In 2020, Live Commerce in China generated more sales than the

total eCommerce markets of Spain and France combined, a

staggering $171bn. For Livestreaming to be effective, there

needs to be a compelling reason for consumers to watch.

 Consumers build trust-based relationships with livestreaming

talent – they look to Austin Li and Viya for big-name brands at

the best prices, watch famous faces such as Luo Yonghao and

Hubing, or have their own favourite streamer with a focus on

their niche interests.

Big pushes are now being made to make advances in the West –

whether it's Tiktok launching Live Commerce, Instagram pushing

Live, or Amazon investing heavily in eCommerce capability.
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Livestream
Customer Service
Everyone remembers amazing customer service, and that's
as true online as it is at a beauty desk or in a department
store. As more people shop online, what can be done to
provide reassurance to consumers pre-purchase, and
upsell across your range?

On Alibaba's Tmall Global platform it's not uncommon for
brands to have an in-house livestreamer broadcasting
eight hours a day, seven days a week. They spend the time
demonstrating products, answering questions from
consumers, and sometimes giving out exclusive coupons
or deals. 
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Product Seeding
In China, getting your products in the hands of
consumers is essential for building your brand.
Chinese marketers have intensified their focus on
the ‘Key Opinion Consumers’ who have a few
thousand loyal fans and are trusted among their
circles to regularly endorse products that they use in
their daily lives. Brands use KOCs to create
awareness in key target consumer groups. As the
competition for attention on social media becomes
increasingly fierce, this is a key tactic to keep your
brand authentic, relatable, and top of mind for
consumers.
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